Please note that the paper packets will not be available for the following sessions:

**Thursday, March 1st Paper Session 1, 3:45 PM – 5:15 PM**

**#6. Relational Themes & Religious Influences**  
Speaker: Harriet Lutzky, PhD, USA: *The Early Bond with the Mother as a Prototype of Religion*

**#8. Hidden Adaptive Potentials of Seemingly Pathological States**  
Speakers: Lynne Layton, PhD, USA: *A Bend Towards Truth: A Relational Rethinking of Perversion*  
Shoshana Ringel, PhD, USA: *On Unrequited Love: Mastery, Submission and Transcendence*

**#10. Artist/Analyst: The Interaction of Creative Attitudes in the Work of Dual Professionals**  
Speakers: Linda Cummings, MSW, USA: *Looking and Listening: Intersections between the Practice of Photography and Psychoanalysis*  
David Shaddock, PhD, USA: *To Build a New World: Creative and Aesthetic Choices in Psychoanalysis (PENDING)*

**Friday, March 2nd Paper Session 2, 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM**

**#1. Time Travel in the Clinical Process**  
Speaker: Deborah Agrest, LCSW, USA: *Serving Time;*

**#4. Relating: Danger and Possibility**  
Speaker: Danielle Knafo, PhD, USA: *A Journey from Extreme Solitude to Relatedness: A Case of Hikikikomori, the Japanese Shut-in*

**#7. Shared Vulnerabilities in Development and Treatment (PENDING)**  
Speaker: Etan Lwow-Maier, MD, ISRAEL: *The “River Banks” Parental Function - Development in the Shadow of Unrecognized Permissions (PENDING)*

**Saturday, March 3rd Panel/Paper Session 3, 8:30 AM – 10:00 AM**

**#5. On the Subject of Subjectivity**  
Speaker: James Fosshage, PhD, USA: *Listening/Experiencing Perspectives and Analysts’ Subjectivities: Controversies, Reassessments and Proposals (NO PAPER)*

**Saturday, March 3rd Panel/Paper Session 4, 1:45 PM – 3:15 PM**

**#5. Relational Adolescent Psychotherapy: Creating Connections**  
Speaker: Jacqueline Gotthold, PhD, USA: *“A Boy Likes ME!” Relational Psychoanalytic Treatment with Adolescents*

**#6. Clinical Impasse as Cultural Critique**  
Speakers: Steve Botticelli, PhD, USA: *Weak Ties, Slight Claims: The Psychotherapy Relationship in an Era of Reduced Expectations*  
Sue Grand, PhD, USA: *Embodiment and the Nameless Subject*  
Melanie Suchet, PhD, USA: *Forgiving the Other, Forgiving the Self*

**#8. Shamed Bodies, Unsettled Genders**  
Speakers: Deborah Sherman, MS, USA: *Lesbian Boy Meets Lesbian Girl: Toward A Fantastic Bid For Mutual Recognition*  
Sandra Silverman, LCSW, USA: *Thought Destruction, Body Construction and the Transgendered Self*  
Mary Sonntag, LCSW, USA: *Gender as Perversion*

**#11. Specificity Theory in Clinical Practice**
Speakers: Howard Bacal, MD, USA & Lisa Vitti, PhD, USA

Saturday, March 3rd Panel/Paper Session 5, 4:00 PM – 5:30 PM
#11. The Analyst Engages Creative Writing and Memoir
Speakers: Ann D’Ercole, PhD, USA: Memoir Writing and Analytic Work: The Analytic Witness (PENDING)